Abstract. Hardy and Littlewood's Conjecture F 10] implies that the asymptotic density of prime values of the polynomials f A (x) = x 2 + x + A; A 2 Zis related to the discriminant = 1 ? 4A of f A (x) via a quantity C( ): The larger C( ) is, the higher the asymptotic density of prime values for any quadratic polynomial of discriminant : A technique of Bach 2] allows one to estimate accurately C( ) for any < 0 given the class number of the imaginary quadratic order with discriminant ; and for any > 0 given the class number and regulator of the real quadratic order with discriminant : The Manitoba Scalable Sieve Unit (MSSU) 18, 17] a ords us with the ability to rapidly generate many discriminants for which C( ) is potentially large, and new methods for evaluating class numbers and regulators of quadratic orders 12] allow us to compute accurate estimates of C( ) e ciently, even for values of with as many as 70 decimal digits. Using these methods we were able to nd a number of discriminants for which C( ) is larger than any previously known examples.
Introduction
Consider the polynomial f(x) = ax 2 + bx + c: If p jf(X) for some X 2 Z; then = b 2 ? 4ac; the discriminant of f(x); must be a square modulo p: Thus, if is not a square modulo many primes p; we expect f(x) to take on many prime values asymptotically. Hardy and Littlewood formalized this phenomenon as Conjecture F in 10]. If f (n) denotes the number of prime values assumed by f(X) for X = 0; 1; : : : ; n; then their conjecture can be given as follows: The products in the expression for C f are taken over the primes only, and ? We restrict ourselves to polynomials of the form f A (x) = x 2 + x + A: If we denote by P A (n) the number of prime values assumed by f A (x) for 0 x n; then for these polynomials we have the following simpli ed form of Conjecture The most famous example of such a polynomial is certainly Euler's polynomial f 41 (x) = x 2 + x + 41; which is prime for 0 x 39: To date, no one has found a polynomial of the form f A (x) that represents distinct primes for more than the rst 40 values of x: However, several people including Beeger 3] , Lehmer 13] , and Fung and Williams 8] have found polynomials which have higher asymptotic densities of prime values. According to Conjecture F, the function C( ) should provide a good indication of likely candidate polynomials. For example, the largest value of C( ) currently known 11] is C(?13598858514212472187) = 5:3670819 : The corresponding polynomial x 2 +x+3399714628553118047 starts o slower than Euler's polynomial (only 24 primes for x 100 compared to 87), but for x 10 7 it assumes 2517022 prime values as compared to only 2208197 by Euler's polynomial. Notice that for Euler's polynomial we have C(?163) = 3:3197732; so by Conjecture F we expect that it will assume fewer prime values asymptotically than x 2 +x+3399714628553118047:
The purpose of this paper is to describe a new method for accurately computing C( ) for values of j j up to 70 digits (under the Extended Riemann Hypothesis | ERH) and to provide some new values of for which C( ) is larger than any value previously computed.
2. Estimating C( ) The in nite product representation (1.1) of C( ) converges very slowly; consequently, we need another method to approximate it more rapidly. We used the formula of Fung and Williams 8] , which is based on an idea of Shanks 23] If, after Bach, we de ne the linear functional T x on any function f which is positive and non-decreasing but grows su ciently slowly that f(x)(1 + 2 logx)=(x 3 log x) is decreasing, as it is easy to use (2.16) to nd the least value of Q such that jE(Q; )j + 2=Q 2 < log(1 + k) :
Of course, since the bound on E(Q; ) and (later) the correctness of h and R are all conditional on the truth of the ERH, our approximation of C( ) is as well. In Table 2 .1 we list the Q values required to approximate C( ) to 8 signi cant gures for various sizes of : Naturally, any Q which works for a given size of also works for all smaller values of : 
Since the equivalence classes of the ideals of FB generate the class group, it follows that the homomorphism (3.2) is surjective, and we have
This implies that is a k-dimensional lattice and its determinant is equal to h : Also, the relation matrix A = (ṽ T 1 ; : : :;ṽ T n ); the matrix formed by taking the relationsṽ i as columns, has rank k: The diagonal elements which are greater than 1 in S; the Smith normal form of A; are precisely the elementary divisors of Cl : Thus, in addition to h ; we get the structure of Cl as a direct product of cyclic subgroups with very little extra e ort.
This strategy can easily be extended to compute class groups and regulators of real quadratic orders 4, 1].
In this case, we compute relations of the form (ṽ; logj j) where FB~v = ( ); i.e., generates the principal ideal FB~v: We produce a generating system L 0 = f(ṽ 1 ; logj 1 j); (ṽ 2 ; logj 2 j); : : :; (ṽ l ; logj l j)g of the extended relation lattice 0 = f(ṽ; logj j) 2 Z k R j FB~v = ( )g :
Then, if is the part of 0 in Z k ; as before we have Cl = Z k = : Furthermore, it can be shown 4] that det( 0 ) = h R ; so by computing this determinant we also get the regulator. The major di erence between our approach and that of 9], 7], etc., is in the way the generating system of the relation lattice is produced. The solution employed by contemporary algorithms is to attempt to factor randomly produced ideals over the factor base. We replace this step by a sieve-based strategy similar to that used in the MPQS factoring algorithm 24]. The idea of employing sieving to compute relations in similar contexts was rst suggested by Seysen 22] , and later by Paulus 20] .
In the MPQS, one sieves over quadratic polynomials F(x) = ax 2 + bx + c in order to nd certain values of x for which F(x) completely factors over a nite factor base of prime integers. By sieving a polynomial F(x) over an interval, we mean testing each value of X in a given interval as to whether all the prime factors of F(X) are contained in a nite, given set. The observation that F(X) F(X + ip) (mod p) for i 2 Z; p prime, allows one to use a sieve to perform this test rather than evaluating every value of F(x) and attempting to factor it.
In our case, we rst compute an ideal a as a power-product of the prime ideals in our factor base FB; i.e., a = FB~e for someẽ 2 Z k : Then, we search for integers X and Y such that f(X; Y ) = aX 2 + bXY + cY 2 ;
the norm form of a; factors over the norms of the ideals in FB: For each such pair (X; Y ); there exists a quadratic number such that a=( ) = b ?1 splits over the factor base. As shown in 12], we can explicitly compute b and its decomposition over FB easily. Since a splits over FB by construction, we have that ab = ( ) yields a relation. The main work in generating relations with the strategy outlined above is nding smooth values of the quadratic polynomial f(x; y): It is certainly possible to sieve f(x; y) in two dimensions. However, most sievebased factoring algorithms, including the MPQS, work exclusively with univariate quadratic polynomials. Hence, in order to parallel these factoring methods as closely as possible, we also work with the univariate polynomials F(x) = f(x; 1) = ax 2 + bx + c:
Thus, the problem of nding relations for class group computation is reduced to the same problem as nding relations in the MPQS factoring algorithm. A large amount of e ort has been invested in making the MPQS and its variants as e cient as possible, and we make use of as many of these techniques as possible, most notably self-initialization. The use of these sieving methods results in a dramatic increase in performance. See 12] for more details and computational results.
Previous Results
The example = ?13598858514212472187 and others like it were generated using the MSSU 18, 17], a numerical sieving device capable of searching for solutions to sets of simultaneous linear congruences at the rate of over 4 10 12 candidates per second. A typical problem solvable by such sieving devices is as follows.
A set of moduli is rst speci ed, and then a set of acceptable residues is chosen for each modulus. The sieve then searches for integer solutions x > L for some lower bound L such that x is congruent to any one of the acceptable residues modulo each of the corresponding moduli. The strategy employed to nd values of with large C( ) values was to search for values of 5 (mod 8) for which ? q = ?1 for all odd primes q less than or equal to some bound p: Clearly this has the e ect of maximizing the leading terms in the in nite product representation of C( ): The problem of nding such values of can be formulated as a sieve problem by xing as moduli 8 and the primes less than or equal to p: For each of these primes q the acceptable residues are the integers x such that 1 x < q and x is a quadratic non-residue modulo q: The acceptable residue for 8 is 5; since we want solutions 5 (mod 8): The sieve then searches for integers which are congruent to one of the acceptable residues for each modulus.
Following Lehmer 13] the primes less than 200 more results were generated than if a larger bound had been used. Furthermore, the sieve runs faster if fewer moduli are used, and thus a larger number of candidates could be tested. For the several thousand numbers that resulted, C( ) was computed using the Shanks heuristic 19, p.283] to calculate the class numbers when > 0; and the technique of the previous section when < 0: The C( )-hichamps for the cases < 0 and > 0 were then selected, i.e., those with the property that their corresponding C( ) value is greater than that of any of smaller magnitude. C( ) was evaluated correct to 8 gures for all of these C( )-hichamps by using the previously described technique with the class numbers and regulators computed as in 11] . No deviations from the results given by the Shanks heuristic were found. Table 4 Table 4.5 and  Table 4 .6. The largest r( ) value we found was 0:80118713; corresponding to = 18974003020179917:
Generating with Larger C( ) Values
The MSSU and other sieving devices only allow a xed number of moduli to be used at one time. Furthermore, when many moduli are used solutions can be quite rare. Hence, we used an unpublished idea of Lehmer which he employed to nd the 20 digit value of with small L (1; ) that appears in 14, p.439]. Lehmer's idea allows us to nd solutions with For each of the ten sieve jobs, we recorded the rst 40 solutions X and computed an estimate of C( ) from (1.1) using only the odd primes less than 300000: The composite and prime solutions with the largest C( ) estimates for each pair (A ? p ; B p ) and (A + p ; B p ) were selected, and their corresponding C( ) values were approximated to 8 signi cant digits using (2.9) . The values of X yielding the best negative composite and prime solutions are listed in Tables 5.2 and those yielding the best positive composite and prime solutions in Table 5 .3. In these tables, as well as all subsequent tables, n p denotes the number of decimal digits of the corresponding j j: In Table 5 We made use of Jacobson's technique 12] to evaluate h and R for these large values of : The computations were carried out on a 296 MHz SUN UltraSPARC-II processor with 1024 MB of main memory using C++ routines which will be publicly available in release 1.4 of the LiDIA computer algebra library 15]. The CPU time required for these computations ranged from about 19 seconds to about 6:5 days. In order to guarantee the correctness of our results under the ERH, we also performed the veri cation described in 12, Ch.3] for each of the ten discriminants. The time required for this additional computation ranged from about 26 seconds to 9 hours. The run-times in CPU seconds (s), minutes (m), hours (h), or days (d) for all All the examples given above were generated by sieving with odd primes q 229: However, the more moduli used the harder it is to nd solutions. For example, in order to generate the 40 solutions X for A + 331 + B 331 X it took almost a week of sieve time. Hence, we also ran two sieve jobs using primes q 199 in an e ort to nd C( ) > 5:49456617; the largest value found using the methods in the previous section. The rst of these was designed to generate 70-digit negative discriminants. We used the MSSU to search for values of X such that The second sieve job was designed to generate positive discriminants of about 60-decimal digits. Unfortunately we were unable to compute the class number and regulator for 70-digit positive discriminants of this type, so we were not able to deal with the same size examples as in the case of negative discriminants. Nevertheless, we searched for solutions X such that In both cases we generated 500 solutions to the sieve problem, and ordered the solutions according to C( ) estimates computed from (1.1) using only the odd primes less than 300000: We were able to nd these solutions much faster than in the previous problems using sieve moduli up to 229: For the negative discriminants, it took just over 4 days to nd the 500 solutions, compared to over a week for only 40 solutions when sieving with q 229: The composite and prime solutions with the largest C( ) estimates for each pair (C ? 337 ; D 337 ) and (C + 311 ; D 311 ) were selected, and their corresponding C( ) values were approximated to 8 signi cant digits using (2.9). The values of X yielding these best composite and prime values of are listed in Table 6 .1. In Table 6 .2 and 6.3 we present the class numbers, regulators, r( ) values, and C( ) approximations for composite and prime = ?(C ?
337 + D 337 X) and = C + 311 + D 311 X; respectively. In both tables, the entry D denotes the composite discriminant and p indicates the prime discriminant. The CPU time needed on a 296 MHz SUN UltraSPARC-II processor to compute the class numbers and verify them under the ERH are given in Table 6 .4. Although we have been able to nd signi cantly larger C( ) values than those in 11], the fact that the r( ) values corresponding to these are somewhat small suggests that larger C( ) values should be obtainable for other of the same size. However, as of yet we know of no way to use the MSSU to nd such that ? q = ?1 for primes q p and p > 229 without resorting to Lehmer's idea, which unfortunately causes the sizes of under consideration to increase rapidly. The presented in 11] are minimal in the sense that they are taken from the set of the smallest integers in absolute value for which ? q = ?1 for primes q 199; and hence the r( ) values are larger than ours, as expected.
The largest value of C( ) we found is C( ) = 5:53388912 :
for the 70-digit = ?(C ? 337 + D 337 25455834532981358): Thus, according to Conjecture F and under the assumption of the ERH, we expect the polynomial x 2 + x + A for A given by 1762103599631244727222460212500958264206823876231233415836049593411047 to have the largest asymptotic density of prime values for any polynomial of this type currently known.
